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Area controlled by Japan shown in green â€“ claimed, but uncontrolled shown in light green
Japan - Wikipedia
Beijing (/ b eÉª Ëˆ dÊ’ Éª Å‹ /, alternatively / b eÉª Ëˆ Ê’ Éª Å‹ /; Mandarin pronunciation: [peÌ€i.tÉ•iÌ•Å‹] ),
formerly romanized as Peking, is the capital of the ...
Beijing - Wikipedia
Born Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, the writer known as Lewis Carroll was a Renaissance man of the Victorian
Era. He was an accomplished mathematician, poet, satirist ...
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UPDATE: Cosmos writer Steven Soter responds to my critique here. The first episode of the ambitious reboot
of Cosmos, which debuted last night, closely ...
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